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An Idyllic Sanctuary at Asset Canvas
Asset Canvas 14C is a sprawling 3 BHK apartment, home to a family of three with the couple and 
their son. This home has been carefully crafted after understanding the expectations of the 
homeowners. The main theme has been to create an ideal haven for the family with modern 
elements, a perfect balance of functionality and aesthetics.

The entrance foyer has a stone cladding accent wall with spotlights and narrow shelves. Right in front is a 
innovatively design shoe rack which merges with the theme of the living room rather being an obstrusive 
element. Living room is well equipped with a TV unit and lit shelves. A wooden partition separates the living 
room from the dining.

Entrance foyer and Living Room



Dining room has a custom made 6-seater dining table. The dining chairs have uniquely designed 
legs. Dining room opens to a passage leading to the master bedroom. Just outside the master bedroom’s 
door, a tranquil portrait of Buddha using CnC cut-out panelling which lets in light through is creatively 
placed.
A vertical garden is installed in one part of the balcony wall keeping in view the owners love for 
nature.

The kitchen is done up in elegant white and rose gold undertones. It is equipped with a cook top, 
hood, modular shelves and also a working area.
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CLIENT SPEAKS

Reach us at interiors@assethomes.in | Call: 9946100216

Team behind design and execution: Mr. Thambi P Bose, Ms. Sukanya, and Mr. Sivaprasad.

Me and Dad have always had conflicting views when it 

came down to ‘An ideal living space’. Dad always wanted 

it to be in the heart of the city while I have preferred a 

place with peace and tranquillity, away from all the 

Bedrooms

All three bedrooms of the home are uniquely designed, but the one which truly stands out for innovation 
is the owner’s son room.
A suspended study table and shelves with wooden divider panel is installed along with the bed.

Mr. Sarath Satyaneshan and Family

buzzing car horns and ambulance sirens.

With Asset Canvas, we were treated to just that. It 

has all amenities nearby yet is completely 

unperturbed by the busy buzz of the city. We 

entrusted the interior furnishing to Asset Delight 

team headed by Mr. Thambi and team. They took in 

our inputs, provide valuable suggestions, improvised, 

threw in a little bit of creativity and end result was 

‘Magical’.

I would like to conclude by saying that Asset is a 

brand that you can blindly put your faith in. From 

construction to key handover, everything was 

handled professionally and with a focus on 

customer satisfaction.


